
EZ OFF Pole Guard (BRACKET) for 2” or 3” Poles

How to Mount your EZ OFF.

Your EZ Off is designed to be mounted above 
your rope winder.  Guards should be placed no 
lower than 48” from the ground up whether 
using rope or cable.

NOTE: For rope users: rope winders will need to 
be reversed to fit inside the guard. Begin by 
removing the rope winder from your pole. If need 
be have a helper stand back holding the rope to 
keep your hub up, or place a C clamp under the 
hub to hold it up.  Reverse the winder so that the 
winder is facing into the pole as seen in the 
photo.  Replace rope winder on your pole, make 
sure the winder is level to the pole.  Wrap your 
rope back onto the winder.  When winding the 
rope onto the rope winder make a loop to the 
left, then figure eight the rope onto the rope 
winder.  This will keep the rope at the center of 

the pole and fit nicely into the notch on the EZ 
OFF.

Step 1)  Measure and mark your pole at or 
around 56” from the ground up.  Use a square 
and a pencil and mark the pole.  You will attach 
the pre assembled bracket at your pencil mark.  
Remove the wing nut from the bolt and slide the 
bracket around the pole so that your bracket is 
parallel to the rope winder or winch.  Make sure 
your bracket is level (use your pencil mark), and 
that the rope falls in front of the bracket, tighten 
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EZ Off Parts:

A - Bracket with attached hardware
B - Aluminum Tube
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EZ OFF Pole Guard (BRACKET) for 2” or 3” Poles

the nylon lock nut using a wrench and finger 
tighten the wing nut.  Do not over tighten!

Step 2)  Open the EZ OFF tube.  Begin by 
opening the latch at the top of your pole, then 

flip the guard upside down and separate the 
bottom halves by pulling upwards and removing 
the pin that is inserted into the keyhole (see 
photo 2A).  Slip the EZ OFF around the pole.  To 
align the square pole to the guard simply align the 
notch for the rope or cable (see photo 2D).  Let 
the guard “sit” on the bracket while you lock the 
pin into the keyhole located at the bottom of the 
guard.  The pin inserts into the larger hole and 
slips upwards locking the pin into place. Once 
locked snap the latch shut.

To Remove the EZ Off

Open the latch.  Your guard is sitting on the 
bracket.  Unlock the pin in the keyhole, this time 
sliding the pin downward toward the keyhole. 
Separate the pin from the key hole, remove the 
tube from the pole. Loosen the wing nut and let 
the bracket slide down the pole.  Lower your 
rack for nest check. When done raise your rack 
BEFORE remounting the EZ Off.  To re-attach the 
guard, replace the brackets, make sure it’s level 
and tighten the wing nut. Slip the guard around
the pole.  Align the notch, place locking pin into 
the keyhole and lock in place 
then snap the latch 
shut.
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